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ABSTRACT. Dust propagation at the territory of Kakheti in case of four basic meteorological situation
and stationary pollution sources is studied with the use of regional model of atmospheric process
development in the Caucasus and non-stationary three-dimensional equation of transfer-diffusion of
passive admixtures. Numerical modeling is conducted in 236 × 180 km zone with 2 km permanent
horizontal and variable vertical grid distances (from 2 to 300 m). Dust propagation existing in the
atmosphere of Tbilisi and Rustavi, and in twenty other cities and major population centers of Georgia
located in Kakheti and its adjacent territories is modeled at the territory of region.  Distribution patterns
of dust dissipated in the atmosphere are obtained at different level from the surface. It is shown that dust
dissipated from cities in the atmosphere is basically concentrated in boundary layer. Maximum values of
dust concentration are obtained from 100 m surface air layer. Spatial dust distribution region increases
and concentration decreases along with height increase. Urban influence zone is determined. It equals
20-30 km for Tbilisi, approximately 10 km for Rustavi and for other cities does not exceed 2-4 km.
Kinematics of dust propagation is studied. It is determined that in 2-100 m layer of atmosphere the
process of turbulent diffusion take precedence in the process of dust propagation. From 100 m to 1 km
the processes of diffusive and advective transfers are identical, while above 1 km the preference is given
to advective transfer. A proposal is advanced regarding determination of background concentrations of
dust at the territory of Kakheti. 0.05 MAC can be taken as background concentration of dust for
territory adjacent to Tbilisi and Rustavi, while 0.01 daily MAC is selected for other territories. © 2017
Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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Kakheti is the eastern near-border region of Geor-

gia. Its area is 11.3 thousand km2. It is one of the most

important parts of Georgia from the viewpoint of ag-

ricultural production and resort-recreational destina-

tion. That is why study of background pollution and

propagation of polluting agents in Kakheti region is

of great ecological importance.

 Today there are no air polluting powerful enter-

prises of industrial purposes located on the territory

of Kakheti. Pollution of the atmosphere takes place
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in big cities Tbilisi and Rustavi, and also resulting
from regional propagation of polluting agents dissi-
pated in the air atmosphere of small cities located in
Kakheti and its adjacent territory.

Based on the fact that there are no ongoing ob-
servations over air pollution on the territory of
Kakheti, the numerical modeling of background pol-
lution may be considered as one of the main tools of
study of ecological cleanness of atmosphere. For this
purpose a numerical model of expected pollution of
Kakheti region is represented and the level of back-
ground dust pollution of atmosphere is determined
by means of this model.

The area of 236×180 km  is considered, Kakheti is
located between the Main Caucasus and Small Cau-
casus mountain chains. Orography height varies from
77 m to 3-4 km.

The relief is very complicated here. That is why
for proper description of atmospheric processes it is
convenient to use the relief coordinate system

( ) /z h   , where z is vertical orthogonal coor-

dinate, 0δ δ( , )x y , 0δ - altitude of relief; h = H -δ;

( , , )H t x y - tropopause height; t is a time; x  and y –

orthogonal coordinate axes directed to the east and
north.

Equation for dust atmospheric propagation in the
taken coordinate system will be written in the follow-
ing form [1, 2]
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where C is dust concentration in atmosphere u, v, w
and  w  are the components of wind velocity along x,
y, z and   axes; wo - rate of dust particle sedimenta-
tion determined according to Stoke’s formula;  and
 – kinematic coefficients of horizontal and vertical
turbulence; values of wind velocity and turbulence
factor in near-border layer of atmosphere and in free
atmosphere are defined by means of regional model
[3] of atmospheric process development in the Cau-

casus, while in atmospheric boundary layer of 100m
in thickness – according to the methodology devel-
oped in [3] and [4].

Numerical integration of equation (1) with the use
of corresponding initial and boundary conditions is
executed using Crank-Nicolson method and using
the splitting method and monotonous scheme [1].

The data of National Environment Agency are
taken as the initial and boundary value of concentra-
tions at a height of 2 m in atmosphere at the territo-
ries of Tbilisi and Rustavi, while for territories of other
cities, where the observations over dust pollution
was not conducted, concentration values are calcu-
lated according to the given methodology [5]. Nu-
merical integration is made on spatial grid compris-
ing 118×90×31 points. Grid steps are 2 km in horizon-
tal direction, while in vertical it varies from 2 to 300 m.
Time step is 10 sec.

Results of modeling.

Spatial distribution of dust concentrations in June dur-
ing background eastern wind, when t = 14 hours, ob-
tained by calculations, is shown in Fig. 1. Values are
calculated in units of daily maximum allowable concen-
tration (MAC = 0.015mg/m3) of dust.

As is seen from  Fig. 1, dust concentration at a
height of 2 and 10 m is maximal at the territory of
cities and in their direct vicinity (Fig.1. a, b). In hori-
zontal direction the dust is propagated only at small
distances. In particular, at 2-4 km distance, from the
point of pollution the value of concentration  10 times
increases, while at 20-30 km distance 102-103 times
less than concentrations at the territories of the cit-
ies. Such distribution is caused by smallness of hori-
zontal turbulent and advective transfer and shows
us the limits of urban exposure from the viewpoint of
surface air pollution. Impact  area is different for dif-
ferent directions and  depends on orography. Hori-
zontal dust transfer mainly occurs along the gorges,
both in case of Tbilisi, Rustavi and other cities.

Processes of vertical, horizontal turbulent diffu-
sion, advective and convective transfer become in-
tensive in the area at a height of 10-600 m from earth
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surface. As a result the dust propagates at large ter-
ritory, mostly in western direction.

Along with the height increase the maximum con-
centrations decrease (Fig.1 c, d). When z = 100 m,
two zones of maximum concentration are formed: one
(2-4 MACs) in the vicinity of Tbilisi and Rustavi and
second (1-0.1 MAC) in the neighborhood of Alazani
River. Orography influence on dust pollution form is
gradually reduced and at a height above 600 m the
form of dust pollution zone is predominantly deter-
mined by wind direction and velocity.

Calculations showed that in case of background
western winds the kinematics of propagation of re-
ceived dust pollution is qualitatively similar to the
one described above. Basic difference is the form of
dust pollution cloud. Dust pollution zone formed in 1
km layer of atmosphere is a single cloud, which has a
trail oriented in background wind direction in atmos-
pheric zone 100 m in thickness. Zone with maximum
concentration is formed above Tbilisi and Rustavi.
When z > 100 m, dust cloud takes single ellipse-like
form.

In case of background northern winds (Fig.2) three
dust pollution zones are formed in air layer 2-100 m in

thickness. One of them is Tbilisi, Rustavi, Marneuli,
Gardabani and Bolnisi, second is the zone of
Azerbaijan cities and the third is the zone of Shida
Kakheti cities. In the first and second zones the
advective transfer of dust occurs in north-eastern
direction, while in the third zone – in the south-west-
ern direction. Maximum dust pollution takes place in
the neighborhood of Tbilisi and Rustavi. Away from
the cities the level of dust pollution rapidly decreases
and at a distance of 20-30 km the concentration value
is within 0.05-0.01 MAC. Dominance of advective
transfer over diffusive transfer is characteristic for
the third zone. As a result we have dust propagation
at the most part of territory of Kakheti. At heights of
z > 100 m the role of turbulent diffusion becomes
prevalent and we receive a single dust cloud formed
above the central part of the region.

During the background southern winds, local cir-
culation system of air current originated by orography
creates complicated picture of dust propagation. Back
flow formed in Mtkvari River valley and in Jeiran field
causes dust propagation in southern direction in 1
km boundary layer of atmosphere. Afterwards the
wind changes its direction and dust transfer occurs

Fig. 1. Distribution of isolines of dust concentration C in MAC at  height of z = 2, 10, 100, 600 m the  background of
eastern winds, when t = 14 hours.
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in north-eastern direction. Increased air turbulization
related to rapid change of velocity causes dust propa-
gation throughout the whole territory of Kakheti.

In the described numerical experiment, dust pol-
lution zones of upper part of boundary layer of at-
mosphere (z>1000m) are represented by single cloud
in the form of  elongated ellipse formed under influ-
ence of orography and directed along local wind.
Maximum concentration in dust cloud is getting
smaller along with the increase in height from 0.01 to
0.0001 MAC, when z = 1 and z = 3 km.

Numerical experiment is conducted for various
meteorological situations. Calculations were made for
stationary and non-stationary sources. Analysis of
calculation results enables us to study features of
background pollution of the territory of Kakheti.

Discussion

Dust propagation on the territory of Kakheti in case
of four basic meteorological situation and stationary
pollution sources is studied in the Caucasus with the

use of regional model of atmospheric process devel-
opment and non-stationary three-dimensional equa-
tion of transfer-diffusion of passive admixtures.
Through modeling the dust concentration pictures
are obtained which qualitatively coincide with the
dust distribution based on physical arguments.

It is shown that in 10 m zone of surface layer of
atmosphere the dust propagation is determined by
horizontal and vertical turbulence. At a height of 100
m the processes of advective transfer make signifi-
cant contribution along with turbulence into dust
propagation, while in upper part of boundary layer of
atmosphere the dominant role is attached to advective
transfer of dust.

By means of the obtained results the following
values of background concentration can be deter-
mined: 0.05 MAC can be taken as the background
concentration for 20-30 km region adjacent to Tbilisi
and Rustavi, while for other cities – 0.01 MAC.

In this model the fields of velocities and vertical
turbulence in the surface layer of atmosphere are

Fig. 2. Distribution of isolines of dust concentration C in MAC at a height of z = 2, 10, 100, 600 m during background
northern winds, when t = 14 hours.
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described for uniform relief. That’s why it is expedi-
ent to further develop a model with the use of differ-
ent parametrization methods of the surface sub-layer
of atmosphere.

There are no ongoing natural observations over
air pollution at the territory of Kakheti, and therefore
it is impossible to determine quantitative accuracy of

obtained results. With the aim of determination of
modeling accuracy it is planned to carry out experi-
mental measures and their comparison with modeling
results.
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kavkasiaSi atmosferuli procesebis ganviTarebis regionaluri modelis  gamoyenebiT
da pasiuri minarevis gadatana - difuziis arastacionaruli  samganzomilebiani gantolebis
ricxviTi integrirebiT kaxeTis teritoriaze Seswavlilia mtvris gavrceleba oTxi ZiriTadi
sinoptikuri situaciisa da dabinZurebis stacionaruli wyaroebis SemTxvevaSi. ricxviTi
modelireba ganxorcielebulia 236 × 180 km2 areSi, 2 km mudmivi horizontaluri bijiT
da 2 - dan 300 m-mde cvladi vertikaluri bijiT. modelirebulia q.q.Tbilisis, rusTavisa
da aseve kaxeTis regionSi da mis mimdebare teritoriebze ganlagebuli oci qalaqisa da
msxvili dasaxlebuli punqtebis atmosferoSi arsebuli mtvris gavrceleba regionis
teritoriaze.

miRebulia atmosferoSi gafrqveuli mtvris ganawilebis suraTebi miwis zedapiridan
sxvadasxva doneze. naCvenebia, rom qalaqebidan atmosferoSi gabneuli mtveri ZiriTadad
koncentrirebulia sasazRvro fenaSi. mtvris koncentraciis maqsimaluri mniSvnelobebi
miRebulia haeris miwispira 100 m fenaSi.  simaRlis zrdasTan erTad izrdeba mtvris
sivrculi gavrcelebis are da mcirdeba koncentracia. gansazRvrulia qalaqebis gavlenis
zonebi. is q. TbilisisaTvis Seadgens 20 - 30 km, q. rusTavisaTvis - daaxloebiT 10 km-s,
xolo sxva qalaqebisaTvis ar aRemateba 2 - 4 km-s. Seswavlilia mtvris gavrcelebis
kinematika. miRebulia, rom atmosferos 2 - 100 m fenaSi mtvris gavrcelebis procesSi
upiratesi mniSvneloba gaaCnia turbulenturi difuziis process. 100 m-dan 1 km-mde
difuziuri da adveqciuri gadatanis procesebi tolfasia, xolo 1km-is zeviT upiratesoba
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eniWeba mtvris adveqciur gadatanas. gamoTqmulia mosazreba kaxeTis teritoriaze mtvris
fonuri koncentraciis mniSvnelobis gansazRvris Sesaxeb. qq. Tbilisisa da rusTavis
mimdebare teritoriebisaTvis mtvris fonur koncentraciad SeiZleba miRebul iqnes 0,05
sadReRamiso zRvrulad dasaSvebi koncentracia (zdk), xolo kaxeTis sxva terito-
riebisaTvis – 0,01 sadReRamiso zdk.
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